MANIFESTO

I, Souvik Pal(18D110011), contesting for the post of Maintenance Secretary of Hostel 2, will make sincere efforts to make our hostel more equipped in terms of basic amenities and enhance our lifestyle here. The following points lay out my ideas on improving the current infrastructure and enhancing the hostel experience as a whole.

INITIATIVES

1. **Increasing the number of existing steel dustbins** to 3 in every wing and attaching it to the wall sufficiently high enough to avoid stray animals to feed on them.
2. **Reconstructing the cabinet** for trophies in lounge to a bigger size with adequate compartments.
3. Will coordinate with mess council to install **jet sprays for washing utensils** to save water.
4. Changing the **halogen lamps to LED lamps** in the playing area to reduce electricity consumption and faster initialising time.
5. **Replanning the garden area** with the gardener and **NSS volunteers** by planting some ornamental plants to make that area look decorative.
6. **Installing solar panels** above study room to reduce electricity consumption by AC’s.
7. **Painting the TV room** based on a theme decided by the majority of residents by taking an online poll on the same.
8. **Increasing the window size** for rooms where balconies will be demolished.
9. Will push for buying **washing machines to be installed on the 1st floor** of at least 2 wings.

FOLLOW UPS

1. **Cloth lining** will be fixed in every wing for convenience of wingmates to dry clothes.
2. **Repairing the dog doors** by changing the springs to ensure proper self closing mechanism.
3. Will ensure that **lids are installed in the bathroom drainage**.
4. **Repairing of sofa** in TV room.

GENERAL DUTIES

1. Will make sure security details are updated on a daily basis on the security board.
2. Will attend all Hostel committee meetings to raise hostel issues to higher authorities.
3. Will coordinate with my co-secretaries to complete the required task.
4. Will ensure that the gardener & the PHO workers follow the scope of work.
5. Will ensure proper cleaning of rooms and common areas by inspecting at regular intervals.